
THE CHALLENGE

Communication Service Providers face numerous challenges, from maximizing profits and reducing expenses to intelligently 
expanding their networks. They must navigate shifting traffic patterns, optimize video performance, identify bad actors, and 
tackle various operational hurdles. What’s needed is not just raw data but meaningful insights that can drive profitability 
across the entire customer lifecycle. For providers this can include optimizing usage plans, enhancing self-service support, 
managing OTT services, upgrading data plans, and predicting customer churn. Additionally, operators need insights to 
optimize network utilization and strategically deploy capital for network expansion. Extracting maximum value from 
subscriber consumption demands instant intelligence and ongoing analysis to maintain a competitive edge.

However, many operators struggle to gain adequate visibility into network traffic at both micro (subscriber) and macro 
(network-wide) levels due to limitations in their analytics architectures. Existing solutions often suffer from scalability 
issues, invasive data collection methods, fragmented data storage, and high deployment costs. Until now...

SUBSCRIBER ANALYTICS
ANALYTICAL INSIGHTS FOR COMMUNICATION 
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Unlock real-time business insights by analyzing data from millions of subscribers 
with Edge Intelligence. Our turnkey application is designed to meet the rigorous 
performance and scalability needs of network operators.

DATA SHEET

CARRIER CLASS ANALYTICS

Our platform offers the industry’s first purpose-built, non-
intrusive solution for operators to gain comprehensive 
insights into their networks at every level. Overcoming the 
limitations of traditional visibility solutions, Edge Intelligence 
delivers real-time intelligence on subscriber behavior, real-
time Peer interactions, Service visibility including OTT video 
performance and quality. Our automated platform is tuned 
for carrier speeds, correlating data in real-time down to 
the subscriber level and aggregating insights up to network-
wide views. With a patented database engine, we ensure fast 
access to critical insights.
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ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

Our turnkey Subscriber Analytics solution leverages Edge Intelligence’s platform to correlate vast amounts of data in real-
time, enabling instant analytics on individual subscribers, user classes, and regions, all the way up to network-wide insights. 
Flexible platform deployment models provide centrally managed configuration and analysis, and industry leading scalability 
at a reasonable cost.

Standard network telemetry data (e.g.NetFlow and IPFIX) is collected passively from routers across multiple collection 
points. Categorization of consumption including subscriber, domain, and application type are collected through real-time 
interfaces to enrich the data in-flight which is all managed by the platform. Ad-hoc queries and scheduled reports can be 
run on individual subscribers, groups or in aggregate. 

Real-time engines collect data from network protocols such as Netflow, IPFIX, DNS, and DHCP/RADIUS and collate this 
data on a per-subscriber basis regardless of the size of the Operator. This data is then correlated with metadata such as 
subscriber location, plans, infrastructure gear (CMTS/DSLAM) - or any other user defined tag – providing a highly enriched 
data record for every conversation on the network.

Edge Intelligence’s high throughput database enables lightning-fast query speeds, supporting various analytical tasks, from 
forensic analysis to large-scale data processing. Reports can be generated on-demand or scheduled, providing valuable 
insights into network performance.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS

• Enriched real time subscriber visibility
• Drill down by multi-dimensional categorizations
• Customizable dashboards
• Fully SQL compliant
• Passive data collection
• Deploy on physical or virtual hardware
• Drop in solution, implemented in days

SERVICE PROVIDER SCALE

• Granular analytics across millions of subscribers
• Collate across millions of domains and services
• Supports millions of Netflow/IPFIX records/second
• Supports millions of DNS records/second
• Multi-year data retention
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ABOUT US

Built to address the challenges of extracting actionable insights from operator-scale data, our platform provides near real-time 
intelligence from both recent and historical data, empowering operators with valuable insights for informed decision-making.

SOLUTION OFFERING

www.edgeintelligence.com
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Content consumption occurs at various levels, spanning from individual subscribers to the entirety of the network 
and every point in between. Precise aggregation necessitates reliable baseline data. By comprehensively analyzing 
network traffic at the subscriber level and incorporating additional identifiers such as region, market, location, 
service plan, or network device, any aggregate from the subscriber upwards presents an accurate depiction of 
consumption. Edge Intelligence uses this approach to provides true micro-to-macro network-wide visibility.

Vigilantly monitoring unfamiliar traffic is crucial. While it’s common to keep an eye on known traffic, what about the 
less identifiable, like a DNS residential proxy attack? Security Insight offers insightful reports such as top ‘n’ activity 
by port number, shedding light on new and unexpected traffic patterns through an analysis of changes. Watchlists 
are employed to scrutinize suspicious activities or identify malicious actors. Edge Intelligence does  the monitoring 
so you don’t have to and gives you the visualization  so you know what to lock down. 

Edge Intelligence’s Peering Insight focuses on the dynamics of traffic within and outside an Operator’s  network. 
It encompasses analysis at each peering physical interface, every logical interface (bundles), and provides an 
overarching perspective across all peering points with neighboring peers. A sophisticated alerting system is 
integrated to notify deviations from baseline, low-water, and high-water marks. Use cases like traffic shifts by peers 
are easily discernible, even when peering traffic traverses through Transit Providers. 

Gain insights into the hosts serving your subscribers by assessing their reachability, latency, and the specific 
pathways. Determine whether all servers of a particular OTT service consistently offer the same performance 
across your subscriber base. Edge Intelligence Video Insights monitor video quality based on individual servers, 
server groups, server and subscriber locations, and even internal infrastructure within the Operator’s network.

Network traffic is visualized as network streams. Video Insights offers a detailed examination of streams 
categorized by OTT vendor and user-defined tags such as Region, Subscriber Location, and Plan, among others. 
This analysis helps determine whether video quality is improving over time or experiencing degradation based on 
location. Use Edge Intelligence to visualize OTT traffic at specific times to compare performance  when problems 
occur.


